HOTEL MILO SANTA BARBARA
AN INDEPENDENT COLLECTION HOTEL

With a nod to Santa Barbara’s most prolific hotelier, Milo Potter, Hotel Milo, a member of the Independent
Collection – a growing collection of cultivated and intimate lifestyle hotels, perfects Southern California’s
beachside living with an ideal oceanfront location and inspirational atmosphere. With magnificent views,
traditional Spanish-style architecture, and a beautiful courtyard with outdoor pools and gardens, Hotel Milo
truly reflects Santa Barbara’s rich colonial history and affords guests access to the best of Southern California’s
surf and sun.
Rooms
Each of the 122 guest-rooms at Hotel Milo reflect understated
sophistication, with vibrant colors and playful accents – each capturing
the simple charms of a private beach house. Guests can find serenity
with awe-inspiring oceanfront views, scenic mountain landscapes, or a
peaceful walk in the garden.

Activities for Everyone
Hotel Milo invites guests to celebrate Santa Barbara and the great
outdoors, offering poolside ping pong and bocce ball, as well as beach
cruiser bicycles for 2-hour loan. From chauffeured wine tours of the
Santa Barbara wine country, to family days at the Santa Barbara Zoo,
Hotel Milo’s staff provides guests with the best local experiences for a
truly immersive and relaxing vacation.
Neighborhood
With pristine Pacific beaches right at the property’s doorstep and the
majestic Santa Ynez Mountains rising in the distance, this beautiful sunny
corner of California is ideally situated to landmarks, historical attractions,
culinary delights and the best of the region’s wine tours.

Hotel Amenities











122 guestrooms and suites
Beachside location
Breakfast of local fruits and fresh pastries at
the oceanfront bistro
Wireless Internet access in rooms and on hotel
grounds
L’Occitane Bath Products
2-hour beach cruiser bicycle rentals

Private poolside cabanas
Business Center Concierge services
Fitness Center offering cardio and weight
training equipment

Meeting Rooms and Lounge Spaces
Meetings are better at Hotel Milo, where meeting and event spaces,
accommodating up to 40 attendees, offer beach and oceanfront
views. Audio Visual rentals are also available in addition to a variety
of catering options.

###
About The Independent Collection: The IC is a growing collection of cultivated and intimate lifestyle hotels located in
unique residential neighborhoods of gateway cities across the US. Founded in New York in Tribeca and then Brooklyn, it has
grown to Boston’s West End, Midtown Village in Philadelphia, Washington’s Capitol Hill and Georgetown, down to Miami’s
South Beach and west to Santa Barbara across the last five years. This distinctive hotel concept is renowned for its simple
sophistication, authentic connection to local communities and personalized service. Independent Collection hotels are
created for the independently minded traveler and invite guests to experience the true spirit of the city. Learn more by
visiting http://www.independentcollection.com.
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